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Abstract: Security is one of the extensive and complicated requirements that need to be provided in order to achieve few issues
like confidentiality, integrity and authentication. In a content-based publish/subscribe system, authentication is difficult to achieve
since there exists no strong bonding between the end parties. Similarly, Integrity and confidentiality needs arise in published events
and subscription conflicts with content-based routing. The basic tool to support confidentiality, integrity is encryption. In this paper for
providing security mechanism in broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system we adapt pairing-based cryptography
mechanism. In this mechanism, we use Identity Based Encryption (IBE) technique to achieve the needs of publish/subscribe
system. This approach helps in providing fine-grained key management, effective encryption, decryption operations and routing is
carried out in the order of subscribed attributes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Common requirement for any system is security. The
need for security must be extremely high. It is one of
the major requirements to protect or control any sort of
failures. There are number of mechanisms which are
available to provide security. In that one of the most
important mechanisms is encryption. In cryptography
encryption is the process of converting plain text to
cipher text which is unreadable from unauthorized
users. The cryptography mechanism is required in
publish/subscribe system. In publish/subscribe
system publisher is one who publishes his content
without specifying a particular destination to reach
publisher will not program the documents to be
delivered to a particular subscriber. Publisher will
classify publishing documents based on different
criteria and release it and subscriber will show interest
on one or more documents and subscribe to that
particular one in order to have access over it. This
publish/subscribe system is traditionally carried out in
broker-less [12] content based routing which forwards
or routes the message based on the content of the

message instead of clearly routing to a specified
destination. Content based routing applies some set of
rules to It’s content to find the users who are interested
in its content. Its different nature is helpful for hugelevel scattered applications and also provides a high
range of flexibility and adaptability to change.
Authorized publisher have permission to publish
events in the network and similarly subscribers who
likes the content can gets subscribed to a particular
published content and have access over it by which
high level access control [7] can be achieved. Here
published content should not be exposed to routing
infrastructure and subscribers should receive content
without leaking subscription identity to the system,
which is a highly challenging task which needs to be
carried out in content-based pub/sub system.
Publisher and subscriber are the two entities and they
do not trust each other. Even though authorized
publisher publish events, nasty publisher pretend to
be the real publisher and may spam the network with
fake and duplicate contents similarly subscribers are
very much eager to find other users and publishers
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which are challenging tasks. Finally, Transport Layer
authorized publishers only allow valid events in the
Security (TLS) or Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is secure
system. However, malicious publishers may
channels for distributing keys from key server to the
masquerade the authorized publishers and spam the
required. Existing security approach deals with
overlay network with fake and duplicate events. We
traditional network and security is based on restricted
do not intend to solve the digital copyright problem;
manner which tells about key word matching [8]. Key
therefore, authorized subscribers do not reveal the
management was the challenging task in the existing
content of successfully decrypted events to other
approach, so to overcome all these, we use new
subscribers.
approach
called
pairing-based
cryptography
A. Publisher subscriber technique Publishers and
mechanism, which helps in mapping between to end
subscribers interact with a key server. They provide
parties so called cryptographic groups. Here, Identity
credentials to the key server and in turn receive keys
Based Encryption Technique (IBE) [9] is used under
which fit the expressed capabilities in the credentials.
this mechanism. New approach IBE provide greater
Subsequently, those keys can be used to encrypt,
concern towards authentication and confidentiality in
decrypt, and sign relevant messages in the content
the network. Our approach permit users to preserve
based pub/sub system, i.e., the credential becomes
credentials based on their subscriptions. Secret keys
authorized by the key server. A credential consists of
provided to the users are labeled with the credentials.
two parts: 1) a binary string which describes the
In Identity-based encryption (IBE) mechanisms 1) key
capability of a peer in publishing and receiving events,
can be used to decrypt only if there is match between
and 2) a proof of its identity [1].
credentials with the content and the key; and 2) to
permit subscribers to check the validity of received
contents. Moreover, this approach helps in providing
fine-grained key management, effective encryption,
decryption operations and routing is carried out in the
order of subscribed attributes.

B. Identity based encryption Identity (ID)-based
public key cryptosystem, which enables any pair of
users to communicate securely without exchanging
public key certificates, without keeping a public key
directory, and without using online service of a third
party, as long as a trusted key generation center issues
a private key to each user when he first joins the
network [2].

C. Identity Handling: Identification provides an

Fig 1. Subscriber/Publisher System

II. RELATED WORK
There are two entities in the System publishers and
subscribers. Both the entities are computationally
bounded and do not trust each other. Moreover, all the
peers (publishers or subscribers) participating in the
pub/sub overlay network are honest and do not
deviate from the designed protocol. Likewise,

essential building block for a large number of services
and functionalities in distributed Information systems.
In its simplest form, identification Is used to uniquely
denote computers on the Internet By IP addresses in
combination with the Domain Name System (DNS) as
a mapping service between symbolic Names and IP
addresses. Thus, computers can conveniently Be
referred to by their symbolic names, whereas, in The
routing process, their IP addresses must be used.[3]
Higher-level directories, such as X.500/LDAP,
consistently Map properties to objects which are
uniquely identified by Their distinguished name (DN),
i.e., their position in the X.500 tree [4].

D. Content based publish/subscribe: Content-based
networking is a generalization of the content based
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publish/subscribe model. [4] In content-based
networking, messages are no longer addressed to the
communication end-points. Instead, they are
published to a distributed information space and
routed by the networking sub -state to the “interested”
communication end-points. In most cases, the same
substrate is responsible for realizing naming, binding
and the actual content delivery [5].

E. Secure Key Exchange: A key-exchange (KE)
protocol is run in a network of interconnected parties
where each party can be activated to run an instance of
the protocol called a session [6]. Within a session a
party can be activated to initiate the session or to
respond to an incoming message. As a result of these
activations, and according to the specification of the
protocol, the party creates and maintains a session
state, generates outgoing messages, and eventually
completes the session by outputting a session-key and
erasing the session state [7].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper we come across Content-Based [10],[11]
model for routing, that is published contents from the
publishers to the appropriate subscriber we use
content based model. Each event consists of a overall
ordered set of attributes (A). For example attributes are
of unique name, types of data, and its field. An event
will have set of attributes and related standards. An
event is matched next to a subscription, if the
standards of attributes in the event suit the equivalent
constraints required by the subscription. For the better
and efficient confidentiality and authentication we use
Identity Based Encryption (IBE) which is technique
comes under pairing based cryptography mechanism
which is the most efficient mechanism for provisioning
of authentication and confidentiality.

Fig. 2. System Architecture.
Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) provides a good
substitute method to decrease the amount of keys to be
managed. In identity-based encryption, user’s identity
which is a valid string can be considered as the public
key of the user.
A pair of master public key and master private key is
maintained by the key server. Sender sends the
encrypted message to a user with user’s identity with
the help of master public key. User in order to decrypt
the message sent by the sender needs to obtain a
private key for user identity Fig. 2. Shows the clear
view of identity based encryption, whose properties
are for extremely disseminated applications. For
communication a sender needs to know about a single
master public key with a unique identity likewise, to
have the access over the message receiver needs to
obtain private keys for its identity from the key server.
In addition, a case of central key server can be simply
fake inside the network. At last, a single pair of master
keys maintained by the key server and hence which
can be realized as a smart card provided to the user
who are going to participate in the system. IBE comes
under pairing-based cryptography which maps two
cryptographic groups. For security mechanisms in
publish/subscribe, we influence the ideology of
identity-based encryption to carry more and more
communications between subscribers and publishers.
In IBE, publishers and subscribers act together with a
key server Pub/sub give credentials to the key server
to receive keys which fit for their suitable credentials.
Then, for encrypt/decrypt those keys are used, and
mark applicable contents in the content based
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pub/sub system, that is the credential becomes
Subscriber maintains the credentials consistent with
certified by the key server. Credential consists of
subscriber and personal key assigned to the subscriber
binary string and a proof for its identity. Credential is
labeled thereupon credentials. Identity based mostly
used for verification against the key server and verifies
cryptography is employed to confirm that specific
the identity of the end user. The keys will be in cipher
subscriber decode the message only if there's match
text format which are labeled with credentials
between credentials go together with the event and
assigned to publishers and subscribers.
key.
The identitybased encryption tells that in order to
decrypt a message using particular key there should
be match between the credentials of the cipher text and
the key. Separate private keys for each authorized
credential are maintained by publisher and subscriber.
By a string concatenation of a credential, an epoch for
key revocation, a symbol € {SUB; PUB} distinguishing
publishers from subscribers the public keys are
generated. Without contacting the key server or other
peers in the system the public keys can be simply
generated by any peer. Similarly, encryption of events
and their verification using public keys do not require
any interaction which is done by their own. Since there
is loose coupling between publishers and subscribers,
a publisher does not know the set of appropriate
subscribers in the system. Therefore, a published event
is encrypted with the public key of all likely
credentials, which authorizes a subscriber to
effectively decrypt the event. The cipher texts of the
encrypted event are then signed with the private key
of the publisher. The whole network is maintained
based on the subscriptions done by the subscribers and
subscriptions with common events are placed close to
the root in the hierarchy and events are forwarded to
the subscribers with less common events. Every
subscribers need to know about the subscriptions of
the parent and child peers in the hierarchy. In this IBE
approach subscriber’s identity and the relationship
between subscriptions are not leaked to the system
and thus confidentiality can be achieved successfully

A. Publishing Events and Subscriber Event
In 1st part publisher publish the events and each them
self by the advertising set of events that was intends to
publish. This advertized is forward to any or all the
subscribers within the system. The subscribers that
have interested in that explicit event can send reply to
the publisher. After receiving request from publisher,

B. Key Generation
Firstly, a publisher contact the key server with the
credentials that ar appointed to every attribute gift in
its advertisement by key server then it publish the
event within the network. If the publisher is echt
consistent with credential for all publish event, then
the key server generate separate public keys for every
credentials at the side of signature of that publisher.
within the same manner, to receive events subscriber
conjointly contact to key server for matching
subscription to get the personal key on the digital
signature for the credentials that are related to every
attribute within the subscription.

C. Identity based encryption
Identity based mostly cryptography cut back the key
management mechanism that was wiped out ancient
PKI infrastructure to
maintain identity of
public/private key try that was noted solely to human
action parties. Key server maintains a single try of
master public key and master personal key. The
master public key may be employed by publisher to
write in code the message and send this message to the
subscriber with identity, e.g. associate email address.
Likewise to decode the message, subscriber has to get
a non-public key from key server for its identity from
the key server. Figure one shows the fundamental idea
of victimization identity-based cryptography. during
this key server alter to make on demand for load
equalization and reliableness and act as revolving
credit provided to any or all participant within the
system. Identity based mostly cryptography seem like
extremely centralized solution and its properties are
ideal for extremely distributed applications.
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and publishers in the system and the number of keys
maintained by them. The keys will be in cipher text
format which are labeled with credentials assigned to
publishers and subscribers. We adapted techniques
from Identity-based encryption (IBE) mechanisms 1)
key can be used to decrypt only if there is match
between credentials of cipher text and the key; and 2)
to permit subscribers to check the validity of received
contents.
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